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About This Game

There’s a theory that besides our dimension there might be infinite numbers of other worlds. Some of them can look alike, but
some can be totally weird! Like the Flat Land – the doodly looking world that you’ve discovered by an accident.

You was casually relaxing in a park when WHOOSH! A teleport appeared. And, being the most careful and rational person in
the world (no) you leap into that very portal without any single thought!
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And that’s how you got into this bizarre looking world. Well, guess your only option is to go forward then! It’s time to take a
Flat Trip!

wow, that selling text doesn’t sound cheesy at all

Key features:

 Simple gameplay mechanics

 Challenging gameplay moments

 Hand-drawn graphics

 No texts! I mean, except final titles and menu buttons, of course

 Awesome soundtrack

 A little bonus if you want to know more about the lore

 This is the game that you actually can complete! No more backlogging.

See you in the Flat Trip!
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Title: Flat Trip
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dmitriy Mamaev
Publisher:
Dmitriy Mamaev
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: 2 GHz dual-core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated AMD or NVIDIA Graphic card 2GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any soundcard

Additional Notes: Users with integrated videocards may have low performance in game.
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Good strategy game. :). A DLC for niche maritime players, mostly accessory.. It is fine.
Controls work but are not amazingly responsive.
The save points are in weird, not useful places.
The switching mechanics work but are mostly uninteresting.
Not the worst for $2 but there are definitely better games.
Thumb sideways would be better.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uaKGSjpHi1I. Much more challenging than the originals :) great fun!. If you want your
eyes to be r*ped in the unfathomable experience of 8-bit sh*t graphics with music so ungodly awful you'd rather choke down
rotten dog vommit for the rest of your disconsolate existence, then this is the game for you.

 I went throw enumerable tortures playing this MS-paint sh*fest for far too long, but checked the clock and saw it had only been
for 45 minutes.. Great Metroidvania. No hand-holding. Buy it now.. If you don't know who Sierra Lee is, you're probably
underestimating this game. She's one of the only truly great RPGMaker creators, maybe the only one whose work you can
actually find on Steam right now. To say that she's probably the best active adult-RPG maker would be damning her with faint
praise; at least in terms of narrative, characterization, charisma and quality of game balance, there's really nobody else who's
comparable in the field.

If you're not interested in RPGs, and are really just looking for a porn game, this probably isn't the game for you. There is sex
featured in the game, with explicit scenes if you patch them in, but the sex isn't the focal point of the game, and if it's all you're
there for, the game is probably going to lose you.

On the other hand, if you're interested in RPGs, but don't have a high opinion of adult games, I'd suggest giving this one a try.
Patched or unpatched, it's a great RPG with an engaging and unconventional plot and cast (by the standards of either
mainstream RPGs or adult ones.)
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Pie rating 5\/10
Pros:
You will only play this for the letter achievements
Cons:
 You will only play this for the letter achievements. Best game of this sort. Be aware of addiction.. The Academy is the 9th tiny
stuff DLC for Tropico 4. Probably the weakest one.

The mission is weird. You get asked to build stuff, given money to do it, then you are given the reward of more money. Then
you rush it down quickly, get no real time pressure, no restriction and no sudden turns of events, then expectingly face one rebel
battle, but because you already have all soldiers and money you need, it's fine. Still kinda fun, didn't frustate me or anything, but
weak.

East Point Academy building seems to be lame too. Like a college, but generals train soldiers. In a mission it failed to do same
thing as college. The only good thing I can imagine about it is that students can still fight as awful soldiers while educating.. If
you like tinkering with setups and tactics to turn any space situation into a space victory, this game is for you. After the brief
setting up phase you're given a lot of freedom to do what you want. I've played through this to the same point twice, and had
entirely different experiences. Both positive, but the factions I befriended and rewards received were pleasantly different..
Good adventure game if your bored.
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